
+38,2%
Revenue

+38%
Conversion rate

How Altramoda increased
revenue and conversions with
Datatrics' cross-selling
campaigns

In collaboration with Datatrics Partner



Altramoda
Altramoda.net, founded in 2009, is an
Italian sustainable fashion retailer
with one of the most extensive
catalogues in Italy. 
 Their main goal is to offer sustainable
and eco-friendly products to
contribute to a healthier future for our
planet. 

Altramoda is always looking for eco
bio items with high quality and
affordable prices. Their ethics are
based on these pillars: product with a
trackable short supply chain, ethical
labour laws, ecofriendly and
sustainable production, and safe for
clients’ health.  

Nimaia is the Datatrics partner
agency that helped Altramoda
implement and optimize Datatrics
campaigns. 

The Challenge
Altramoda has a long history of e-
commerce activities, but in the last
three years, due to rapid growth, it
needed a tool that would recommend
relevant products to its clients.
Another need was to create a quicker
purchase path and increase the user
experience to make it more organic. 

Datatrics’ Solution
After analyzing their most sold
product categories and their most
beloved brands, Altramoda
implemented recommended products,
using Datatrics’ cross-selling rules for
the categories and brands they
previously analyzed. 

In addition, they activated
notifications for low stock items: the
goal was to incentivize users to
complete the purchase sooner since
the number of available items was
limited.

"One of Datatrics’ strengths is the
power to transform a static website
into a dynamic one, thanks to the
contents that are being constantly
updated. The fashion industry is
always evolving, and Datatrics
enriches clients' engagement during
their purchase journey."

Marco Bersani, Digital Marketing
Consultant (Nimaia)

http://www.altramoda.net/
https://www.nimaia.it/


While looking at different products on the website, a
wide variety of brands and categories and broad
product lines can leave some clients overwhelmed.
During this decision-making phase, it’s essential that
the customers know all the possibilities they have and
that relevant items are recommended to them. 

With Datatrics, Altramoda created dynamic
recommendations on the men’s product page. When
a user is looking at a t-shirt or a sweater, Datatrics
algorithm will recommend other items to complete
their outfits, such as jeans or pants. Customers are
encouraged to add more products to their baskets,
inspired by different matches available. 

Moreover, Altramoda chose to add
recommendations for a specific brand on their
website to increase recommendation
personalization.

Cross-selling products recommendations
Inspiring and relevant content to

push cross-selling

+34,5%
Conversion rate



Scarcity principle

+41%
Conversion rate

Persuasion message: low stock items

Frequently, customers view multiple items and
evaluate different alternatives. Altramoda
implemented Datatrics dynamic notifications,
alerting customers that the item is low in stock. 

These messages incentivize users to complete their
purchases quicker and show that those products are
appreciated by other clients since there are only a
few items left; it also leverages the principle of
scarcity.



Increase in sales thanks to recommendations of specific items
and brands. 
Increase in conversion thanks to dynamic messages that showed
real-time stock availability. 

Thanks to Datatrics integration, Altramoda increased sales and
conversions and offered its clients a more dynamic and personalized
shopping experience.
 
The most important results for Altramoda since using Datatrics:

Are you curious whether Datatrics can improve your business
results? Try Datatrics for free now! Click here for more information. 
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